FAQ 7: Cerner Anasazi (3/29/18)
These are the responses to questions asked during this webinar. To view the webinar recording
go to http://www.mhdata.org/events/dcr-kickoff-nov2
1. Does anyone know if the single contact issue has been addressed?
o Cerner reported that it has been updated but is pending delivery, but it has not been
rolled out yet. It should be able to be rolled out in a patch update soon.
2. What is the service function code assigned to collateral services?
o In the data dictionary, it is identified as Outpatient Services/Mode 15 Service
Function 10-18. Service Function 19 represents Professional Inpatient Visit –
Collateral.

o
3. I see that we can ignore suspended code, if we check-mark this will it cause the
records to un-suspend?
o Cerner reported that there is a global set-up to turn suspense off. It will allow you to
choose what gets suspended. If a record has a suspense code on it and the suspense
code does not make sense, please contact Cerner.
4. Substance use disorders are not mental health diagnosis?
o DHCS requires the Substance Abuse/Dependencies codes to be a valid ICD-10
Substance Abuse diagnosis code (F10-19).
o

o

5. In the county reports which were provided to each county as part of this project,,
where the clients are served numbers coming from?
o This is coming from the amount of unique clients served in a month from CSI.
o DHCS wants to create regular reports so that counties can keep track of these
unique individuals served.

6. Has the State evaluated whether the drop in Collateral services was related to
individual services vs. group services?
o DHCS has not yet evaluated whether the drop in Collateral services was related to
individual or group services. This analysis may be completed as part of the CSI Data
Cleanup Project.
7. Are there standardized reporting codes for court/legal status? Whenever that
changes for the client, does it need to get reported?
o Periodic records are reported as an annual status. Changes in status during the year
are not reported, until the end of the year. Only the final status is reported.
o The valid codes are listed in the CSI Data Dictionary as identified in the following
figure.

8. Can you please advise about this warning 'Axis I Primary and Axis II Primary can both
be N only if Axis I Diagnosis and Axis II Diagnosis are coded to V7109:N (S-32.0 Axis II
Primary)?
o This is an error that relates to ICD-9 reporting, you should have not received this
error since the switch to ICD-10 reporting, after October 2015.
o If this error code is still being reported for you, please register a ticket with DHCS at
mhsdata@dhcs.ca.gov.
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